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EMPIRE ROSE COUTURE BEDAZZELS
11 YEAR OLDS HIT THE RUNWAY

Perth , Western Australia, 17.09.2015, 13:40 Time

USPA NEWS - Perth Fashionistas see double during the Empire Rose exclusive runway event was held at Fashion Paramount
presented by Alcohol. Think Again and showcased WA label Empire Rose´s SS15/16 collection of high-end glamour. Telstra Perth
Fashion Festival is supported by the State Government 

Empire Rose, presented by EY certainly delivered as promised to a sellout audience of State and International fashionistas. Designer
Katherine Czeika told fashion enthusiasts to expect the unexpected and all I can say is what was said through out the show, “WOW“�.
The runway opened with a bedazzled Parisian atmosphere of colours, lights and flashing shapes synonymous of urban Paris
overshadowed only by the brilliant designs of “˜Empire Rose´. Loyal followers were indeed treated to a double display of brilliance on
the second night of 2015 Telstra Perth Fashion Festival with models walking in pairs as twins holding hands in a never seen before
energy plus show. 

Some of the passing comments included “Ten out of Ten“�, “˜Fantastic“�, “Best Night Ever“�“� Perth you nailed it.“�
Family of the late Heath Ledger sat front row whilst Niece´s to the late heath took to the runway. . 11 years old twins Rorie and Scarlett
closed the show captivating the audience to an amazing applause.
Sam Underwood once said, "The special relationship between twins is that, if there's anyone else in the world that's going to get or be
the confidant that you need, it's an identical twin.".. Namaste
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